Executive Council Candidate Statement for Chloe Edeal

Why am I running for CC Student Body President? Because I believe in the country America used to be. Wait, no, that’s a Lana del Rey quote.

The real reason I’m running for Student Body President is because I love this school a whole heck-of-a-lot and feel it would be an incredible honor to serve as its president for my final year here. I think CCSGA lacks a certain approachability, but through some basic team building, positive PR and the solidification of our collective goals, there’s no reason we can’t transform ourselves into a powerhouse of good vibes that our campus will be able to rely on.

I served on CCSGA as a Junior Representative during 2014-2015 and, as any busy student, I’ve been involved in a plethora of other things: Greek life, the Purple Paper, the First Generation Student group, Elevate Student Leadership Workshop Series, the Women’s Educational Society, CC Republicans, Cool Science Club, Tiger Eyes Dance Team, IDEA Space, and Dance Workshop (don’t worry, I stopped reading too). That being said, I know what it’s like to be in a club on campus and need a bit of support from your student government. Combining my own unique experience of Colorado College, lessons learned from the current executive council, and the fresh brains of a future exec board will be the only way to develop meaningful objectives for 2015-2016 – and, hopefully, the students of CC will be able to see themselves in the decisions made in that dimly-lit WES room every Thursday night.

Take it from me, o’ dedicated reader: I need your vote. Help me inspire confidence in the student body of Colorado College, and turn CCSGA into something we can all be proud of. Thank you!